
Pacific Islands Forum Fisheries Agency

Statement of Intent (SOI8)

FY2016/17 -2018/19
Forum Fisheries Agency Statement of Intent (SOI8) for the 3 years FY2016/17 to FY2018/19. The

Statement of Intent describes what FFA intends to achieve over the period with emphasis on the

first year of each cycle.   
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1. Director General’s OverviewDirector General’s OverviewDirector General’s OverviewDirector General’s Overview

This Statement of Intent (SOI8) describes the Secretariat’s operating intentions for the coming three
years.  Critical  direction for  this  work derives from the FFA Strategic Plan  2014-2020 and most
recently from the Regional Roadmap for Sustainable Pacific Fisheries endorsed by Pacific Leaders at
the 2015 Pacific Forum Leaders meeting in Port Moresby. The Annual Forum Fisheries Comminute
Ministerial  meeting  also  provides  the  opportunity  for  annual  assessment  and  direction  on  the
Agency’s program of work.

The recent  endorsement  of  the Roadmap reflects  a  broad understanding that  the fisheries sector
remains vital to the economic well-being of the Pacific region. In finalising the Roadmap fisheries
ministers meeting in Funafuti, Tuvalu in July 2015 noted that:   

“Sustainability of the Fishery is the leading issue. Ministers have set themselves a goal of
agreeing target reference points in the next three years for the four key tuna species in the
Pacific fishery, and will step up compliance work and advocacy for Pacific conservation and
management  measures  aimed  at  reducing  bycatch,  combating  Illegal,  Unlicensed  and
Unregulated  fishing,  and  bringing  back  Bigeye  tuna  from  its  current  Overfished  state.
Strategic work aimed at increasing value of tuna rather than volume will focus on eliminating
oversupply and targeting higher value products and markets.  On the employment front, the
plan is to create 18,000 new jobs in the tuna industry by 2025……opportunities for vessel
crew,  observers  and  fisheries  management  staff,  and more  importantly  for  regional
cooperation  so  that  countries  can  develop  mutually  beneficial  arrangements  between
themselves to leverage on their collective comparative advantages.” 

This SOI contains FFA’s work programme and action plans to address iteratively the many issues and
opportunities highlighted by the Roadmap. 

This SOI, like those before it, is an important part of the Secretariat’s accountability framework.  The
SOI8 is a declaration of the Secretariats intentions for the next fiscal year, FY2016/17.    The SOI
forms the basis for  the resources sought and allocated in the Annual  Work Program and Budget
FY2016/17 (AWPB), and is central to the Annual Report at the end of the fiscal year.

The SOI is a living document that is updated annually by FFC. The outcomes of Forum Fisheries
Committee meetings including those at Ministerial level, other regional fisheries meetings, Service
Level Agreements with member countries and FFA’s ongoing regional and subregional work implicit
in the Future of Fisheries Roadmap will determine the scheduling of activities. The SOI is amended to
reflect the priorities of members as required. While the whole plan maintains a forward-looking three-
year approach, the main focus is on the first year of the business planning cycle that is the period 1
July 2016 to 30 June 2017.
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2. Who we are and what we doWho we are and what we doWho we are and what we doWho we are and what we do

The Pacific  Islands Forum Fisheries Agency is a Pacific  regional  intergovernmental  organisation
established in 1979. Its establishment reflects regional support for the development of the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) between 1973 and 1982.    

The FFA Convention stipulated FFA’s functions and responsibilities as; 

� collect,  analyse,  evaluate  and  disseminate  to  Parties  relevant  statistical  and
biological information with respect to the living marine resources of the region
and, in particular, the highly migratory species;

� collect and disseminate to Parties relevant information concerning management
procedures, legislation and agreements adopted by other countries both within
and beyond the region;

� collect  and  disseminate  to  Parties  relevant  information  on  prices,  shipping,
processing and marketing of fish and fish products;

� provide,  on  request,  to  any  Party  technical  advice  and  information,  assistance  in  the
development of fisheries policies and negotiations, and assistance in the issue of licences, the
collection of fees or in matters pertaining to surveillance and enforcement;

� seek to establish working arrangements with relevant regional and international
organisations, particularly the South Pacific Commission; and

� Undertake such other functions as the Committee may decide.

As a regional inter-governmental organization FFA is tasked in its Strategic Plan “To support and
enable our members to achieve sustainable fisheries and the highest levels of social and economic
benefits in harmony with the broader environment”. 

Since  it  was  first  established  FFA has  been  mandated  to  concentrate  on  the  management  and
development of the tuna fishery in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean.

This fishery is now the largest tuna fishery in the world in terms of both volume and catch.. Within the
broader Western and Central Pacific fishery in 2014, some 2.86 million metric tonnes of tuna was
caught representing about 60% of global tuna catch. Around 60% of WCPO catch comes from FFA
waters,  which equates to around one third (1/3)  of  global  tuna catch by volume. The Agency is
responsible for assisting its 17 Members to coordinate sustainable tuna fishery management policies
in their  waters  and adjacent  high seas, and for  promoting the development  of  their  tuna fishery
resources.

The FFA consists of the Forum Fisheries Committee (FFC) as the governing body and a Secretariat
with  a  current  establishment  of  ninety-two positions.  The FFA is  organised into  four  divisions:
Fisheries Management, Fisheries Development, Fisheries Operations and Corporate Services.  The
executive  of  FFA is  headed  by  Director-General  James  Movick  from  the  Federated  States  of
Micronesia.

3. Current Environment  Current Environment  Current Environment  Current Environment  

The five goals and related indicators within the Future of Fisheries Roadmap are the key drivers of the
FFA work  program.  Delivering  such outcomes require  strategic  and collaborative  action  by  the
Secretariat and Members coupled with effective regional and international engagement. The following
is a narrative from the Roadmap of these goals coupled with related sectoral issues. 
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Sustainability

There are four key tuna stocks in the WCPO tuna fishery that are regularly assessed – skipjack,
bigeye, yellowfin and albacore tuna. Each of them has a unique set of management challenges. The
development of harvest strategies for species and/or fisheries is a key element of this work. Vital
action points in addressing these issues are (1) ability to have agreed Target Reference Points for the
four key tuna species within three years; and (2) within ten years to have the status of all four species
clearly moving towards these targets. 

Efforts  to  quantify  and  reduce  Illegal,  Unregulated and  Unreported  fishing  (IUU)  are  strongly
supported  including through the operations of  FFA’s Regional  Fisheries Surveillance Centre,  the
advancement  of  the  Niue  Treaty  Subsidiary  Agreement (NTSA),  more  effective  management  of
transhipment and high seas fisheries, strong engagement in the work of the Western and Central
Pacific  Fisheries  Commission  and  the  development  and  enforcement  of  common  provisions  in
fisheries  access agreements.  “Yellow-carding”  of  several  FFA Members  by the EU and ongoing
reviews of several more have required members to devote time to these issues regardless of the actual
state of their fisheries. 

Value

A variety of methods including harvest strategies and controls on effort and catch can be used to
enhance sustainability and further improve the return on resources.  Sector-wide consultation on such
objectives is critical. Returning the southern albacore longline fisheries to economic health is a key
priority for many of the Agency’s membership. Efforts to reshape the US Tuna Treaty onto a more
market-based and sustainable footing has been a priority for the Agency.   

Food safety and other certification requirements for key markets, particularly the EU, remain a
challenge for both national administrations and domestic industry. Only three FFA Pacific Island
members have approved Competent Authorities (CAs), and the investment required at the national
level can only be justified by a substantial value of exports. FFA is actively engaged in implementing
the FFC decision to establish a Regional Competent Authority Support unit, both to assist existing
CAs, and to undertake delegated functions for other administrations. 

Food Security

FFA member countries have a high reliance on fish for food security. While much of the fish
consumed in coastal communities comes from inshore fisheries, population growth and urbanisation
mean that coastal resources can no longer meet these needs and tuna form an increasingly important
component of Pacific diets. In addition to small-scale tuna fisheries, domestic tuna longline
companies in several countries report the growing importance of the local market for their catches.
Dark meat canned tuna has long been a staple in countries with tuna canneries, and there is also an
active and growing trade in purse seine by-catch in the major transhipment ports, albeit often not well
regulated. Tuna provides a nutritious alternative to low quality imported foodstuffs that have
contributed to an epidemic in Non-Communicable Diseases across the Pacific region. The Roadmap
advocates that an additional 40, 000 tonnes of tuna should be available in local markets by 2024. 

Employment 

The Roadmap aspirations include the creation of 18,000 new jobs in the tuna industry within ten
years.  It is expected that the majority of these opportunities will be in the processing sector, with
other opportunities as vessel crew, as fisheries observers on-board vessels at sea, and as fisheries
administrators and management staff. Competition and cost pressures, coupled with automation will
impact the sector globally and the Pacific region will need to proactively address such issues if these
employment goals are to be realised.  

FFA Funding 
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FFA operates on a mixture of membership contributions, donor support and cost recovery. In the
2016/17 budget revenue and expenditure is anticipated at USD 25,135,661. The Agency has managed
the impacts of significant and largely unfavourable foreign exchange movements over the past two
years. In 2014, FFC Ministers approved measures to increase non-donor funding to the Secretariat to
cover elements of “core” administration, governance and oversight.  This reform process is ongoing.
The proposed budget for 2016/17 is not anticipated to draw on reserves.

Australia  and New Zealand provide support  in  addition to their  membership contributions.  New
Zealand is providing USD 3.9 million in the coming year as part of a six year commitment until
2020/21, with additional project support  under active negotiation.  Australia will  provide USD 3
Million per annum ending in 2017/18. New project funding has been attracted from the World Bank
Pacific Regional Oceanscape Program (PROP) and through the GEF-ABNJ project implemented by
FAO, as well as smaller arrangements with NGOs such as WWF and PEW. The GEF-OFMPII project
has commenced finally following lengthy delays. There are further delays in the EDF 11 negotiation
with the EU. 

Table 1: Summary of Donor Income

Table 2: Consolidated Income and Expenditures
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International Agenda

The number of global stakeholders seeking to influence policies on fisheries and oceans has
expanded rapidly over recent years. FFA must continually prioritise its resources to those
regional and international meetings that are of the most immediate importance to members.
The full agenda of FFA, PNA, WCPFC and related meetings already a places a heavy call on
Agency staff and members. Some non-governmental organisations (NGOs) also create a
parallel set of meetings on relevant topics that further occupy agency expertise, in addition to
CROP and other regional harmonisation initiatives. Wherever possible, FFA does participate
in those meetings identified by its membership as having substantive importance. 

There is continued growth in the international policy agenda on trade and market access for
fisheries; conservation and oceans management; areas and biodiversity beyond national
jurisdiction (ABNJ/BBNJ), on IUU; as well as ongoing processes such as reviews of
UNCLOS and UNFSA.  All these processes need to be monitored carefully, including on the
potential to interact with or undermine approaches that FFA Members pursue within the
region. In the coming period, the Secretariat will maintain its capacity for engagement in
relevant processes, including through sourcing external expertise where necessary.
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4. What we intend to achieve  What we intend to achieve  What we intend to achieve  What we intend to achieve  

FFA’s Strategic Plan 2014-2020 mission is “To drive regional cooperation to create and enable the
maximum long-term social and economic benefit  from the sustainable use of our shared offshore
fishery resources”.  The vision of our Members “Our people will enjoy the highest levels of social and
economic benefits through the sustainable use of our offshore fisheries resources”.

The FFA’s central role is to provide the policy and technical support  for Members to effectively
manage and develop their tuna fisheries.

The Secretariat will continue to focus its efforts to achieve the following outcomes;

Outcome 1 - Regional Solidarity is maintained.

Outcome 2 - Effective management regimes in place, developed and supported by Member
governments, taking account of the views of industry and other stakeholders

Outcome 3 - Benefits to FFA Members from fisheries are reinforced by robust Monitoring,
Control and Surveillance in support of fisheries management frameworks.

Outcome 4 – Tuna fisheries are developed to maximise social  and economic benefits to
Members from the sustainable use of our shared fisheries resources

Outcome 5 –FFA governance and administration is continually strengthened

These five strategic outcomes will provide the framework for the work of the Secretariat reflecting the
direction provided by Members.  

What success will look like overall?

Progress in the Implementation of the Future of Fisheries Roadmap will be reported through a
variety of FFA processes including the production of the Annual Tuna Fishery Report Card.
The Report Card will comment on the key goals of:

� Sustainability;

� Value; 

� Employment; and 

� Food security. 

Success will also be measured by the degree to which the six related Strategies can be
prosecuted:

� Effective zone-based management;

� Continued reduction in IUU;

� Progressive restriction of fishing on the High Seas;

� Prioritising the supply of raw materials to processors in the region;

� Establishing high standards of employment in the fishing and processing sector;

� Establishing regional processing hubs in partnership between countries

 

 

DIVISIONAL RESULTS: 

The Impact, Key Result areas and associated Outputs that all Divisions will be pursuing are depicted
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below. The outputs are monitored and reported against every year in association with the Annual
Work Programme and Budget Performance Measures. These will also form a basis to address the
longer term goals which will be  reported on at the end of 3-5 years hence.  
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a. High-Level Advice.
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High-Level Advice Results Table

What we want to achieve

How we measure success

How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities

# countries

Links

KRA1 - Continued political support for offshore fisheries at the regional level

Demonstrated adoption and support by political leaders and donor partners of FFA initiatives and offshore fisheries issues

Participating in (influencing) Pacific Regional Framework processes

Issues of key importance identified by the Secretariat, FFC and Ministers can flow through the Framework and receive adequate high-level attention

Regional



FFC and Leaders priorities and decisions implemented

FFC and Leaders decisions implemented effectively and promptly

FFC agreement to SOI and AWPB

With Corporate Services

Secretariat Annual Report, Report Card to Leaders and Audit Committee assessments show high level of achievement

KRA 2 - Strong and sustainable relationships between FFA Secretariat, members and the donor community

Demonstrated support from members and donors

a. Continual review of processes to ensure work being delivered is effective and efficient.

Review of FFA, policies and processes



Regional

FMD, FDD and FOD

Internal audit processes in place and functioning effectively



b.  Enhancing member “ownership” of FFA

Review of contributions undertaken and results/recommendations agreed to by members for implementation

c. Maintaining donor confidence in FFA

Level of donor funding maintained (or increased)

Public awareness, understanding and ownership enhanced

a.  Promoting strong collective advocacy

Media releases every month plus  regular  use of social media 



KRA 2 - Strong and sustainable relationships between FFA Secretariat, members and the donor community

National priorities addressed effectively and efficiently

Monitor the effectiveness of support to members under the CSLA

90% of activities implemented within stated timeline.

     13 – with at least 4 CSLA’s update each year.

All  Directorates

Activities not addressed are adequately discussed with the relevant member

Continued relevance of technical and legal advice being provided in a timely manner

Advice at national, subregional and regional levels

Advice to members at international and regional meetings 



Advice to individual members

To develop and deliver standardised  fisheries  management, development  and operational training 

Continued implementation of the Regional Fisheries Training Framework and associated institutional strengthening. 

Implement and monitor the key success metrics of the Regional Fisheries Training Framework

Regional

All FFA training conducted by qualified trainers and accredited with recognised qualifications

Qualify FFA trainers and enter into agreements with educational institutions for recognition of prior learning and accreditation



KRA3 - FFA members play a leadership role with a range of Strategic Partners

Demonstrated support from strategic partners for members

FFA continues to collaborate and coordinate implementation of activities together with members and Strategic Partners

Meetings being held at least once every year (incl: Member/regional Donor Coordination meetings, Aust-NZ-FFA Trilateral meeting, JPF-JC meeting, SPC-FFA

Colloquium, Steering Committee Meetings for DEVFISH, OFMP2, World Bank PROP Projects.)

Policy coordination and mutual assistance with Strategic Partners

KRA4 - Sound legal basis to enable tools to be legally binding and secure and protect rights

Legal capacity building: Trained, confident nationals able to make informed decisions, less dependence on FFA

Legal Capacity building



4 attachments per year, 2 nationals from each member for fisheries negotiations course and MSC foundation course, one national per judicial seminar and

prosecutors course,

Regional

Robust and up-to-date fisheries laws

Continued member and stakeholder consultation to ensure laws reflect international, regional, sub-regional obligations, particularly members needs and

priorities

Complete at least 4 legislative reviews

Provide legal analysis and observations of the development of the legally binding instrument on the BBNJ and review of the UNFSA

Reflect region's needs collectively and individually.

MTCs, NTSA and US Treaty negotiations



Decision on the arrangements for 2016 and beyond, aiming for at least 2 more parties to ratify NTSA and commence implementation, ongoing monitoring of

MTCs to ensure reflect region's needs

KRA4 - Sound legal basis to enable tools to be legally binding and secure and protect rights

Agreement on common boundaries with neighbours put into treaties, nationals laws and submitted to the UN

Boundary delimitation

Existing boundaries FFA VMS vs UST provisional lines.

Ongoing work with SPC and relevant members on lines



 b. Fisheries Management

Results Diagram

 





Fisheries Management Results Table

What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17Target

Activities Links

KRA1 - Efficient linkages

with other regional, and

sub-regional organisations

involved in fisheries

management

Collaborative working

relationships with other

fisheries organisations on

issues of common interest.

Provide policy and technical

advice for members in non FFA

fisheries management meetings.

2 PNA meetings, With FDD FOD and

executive
1 TVM meeting

1 MSG-FTAC meeting

1 CROP MSWG co-chair

1 SPC/FFA colloquium co-chair

KRA 2 - Strong and

sustainable relationships

between FFA Secretariat,

members and the donor

community

Impact of FFA member

statements at WCPFC and FFA

proposals reflected in WCPFC

decisions, meeting also high-

level donor program and

project expectations. 

a.  Prepare expert briefings on

regional fishery management

meetings and convene

workshops  to discuss them

FFA pre-meetings and briefs convened for

WCPFC annual and SC sessions

FMD, FDD and FODBriefs for NC

b.  Assist members to develop

proposals for regional

conservation and management

measures

1 MOC meeting suitably attended and

resourced to address priorities set by FFC

KRA 3 - National policy

and administrative

decisions guided by

robust, consultative

frameworks that

implement national

priorities and

international obligations

WCPFC compliance

monitoring process. Reviews

of diligence in fulfilling sub-

regionally or regionally agreed

shared standards such as PNA,

TKA, FFA-MTC

a.  Assist members in designing

national fisheries management

plans and operational

procedures and assist in

developing legal frameworks

Regional management plan workshop.

4 country missions to update national

frameworks

Updated database of national obligations and

plans

b. Assist members in monitoring

performance and reporting

against standards.

Annual reports to WCPFC.   

Participation in WCPFC CMS committee.

IUU audits.

CSLA reviews and M&E.



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17Target

Activities Links

c. Assist members to address

identified gaps.

Participate in 4 country missions to address

major gaps in national frameworks

KRA 4 - Collaborative

zone-based regional and

subregional management

arrangements secure

optimum economic and

conservation benefit for

participants

Regional and subregional

agreements. National

legislation, plans or policies.

National zone limits. Regional

zone limits or Target

Reference Points.

a. Administer and advance

effective implementation of the

Tokelau Arrangement.

2 meetings of TKA convened and CMS agreed.

Revised SB ALB measure at WCPFC

US purse-seine fleet fishing in

the region accords with treaty

and members satisfied with

return.

b.  Administer and manage the

US treaty efficiently and

effectively

Negotiations for implementation of the

business model continued and special

meetings of PIPs as well as small working

group meetings continued.  

Ministers able to consider the future of the

Treaty in the context of a fully developed and

agreed new business model.

Payment of licence fees under revised terms

implemented, funds collected and distributed,

and catch data processed for scientific and

fisheries management purposes.  Observer

funds paid and 100% observer placement

continued.  Members’ satisfaction of PDF

implementation.

Longline VDS is operative and

Purse-seine VDS is enhanced,

and improve returns to

Parties.

c.  Assist PNA members  develop

and benefit from Longline and

purse-seine VDS

Attend 2 PNA meetings and support 1

workshop as appropriate. Assist countries in

national implementation through other KRAs

Analysis and policy papers on

priority fisheries management

d. Prepare technical papers and

publications on fisheries
Papers for TKA, PNA, MOC, FFC, WCPFC, SPC



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17Target

Activities Links

issues management issues available on websites in timely fashion 

KRA 5 - Effective

control of bycatch

promoted and wider

ecosystem effects taken

into account in

management measures

Target fisheries are not closed

down because of

unsustainable bycatch or

ecosystem concerns.

Bycatch diverted to food

security where appropriate.

a. Assist members

develop proposals for

regional conservation

and management

measures,

b. Promoter Roadmap

objectives on food

security

MOC articulates bycatch and ecosystem

priorities set by FFC.

Comprehensive shark CMM agreed, non-

target stock LRPs researched.

Collaboration on bycatch management for

food security.

KRA 6 - Sustainable

biological reference

points and Harvest

Control Rules agreed

for all stocks important

to FFA members

Analyses and policy papers on

priority fisheries management

issues

a.  Analysis prepared and

presented

Technical analysis commissioned and briefings

to TKA, MOC and FFA-WGs on SP-ALB TRP.

TRP agreed at WCPFC

PNA agrees a mechanism to link PS-TAE to SKJ

TRP



c. Fisheries Development 

1. Results Diagram



Fisheries Development Results Table

What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

KRA1 - Increased

domestication of tuna

industries, increased

employment.  

Number of jobs in FFA

Pacific Island member

countries in the tuna

industry. Average increase

of 1,800 jobs per year over

next 10 years.

a. New opportunities for

domestic tuna development

supported.  

At least 2 regional and national studies of

development opportunities per year

including study on regional hubs.

 

2

With FDD FOD and

executive

b. Regional and national

tuna industry organisations

strengthened - PITIA

operates effectively.

PITIA operates effectively with broad

support of members (indicator no. of

industry players at AGM)
R

e

g

i

o

n

a

l



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

c.  Pilot projects and

technical support for private

sector

At least 2 technical assistance inputs to

private tuna fishing or processing

companies

 

2

d. Increased worthwhile

opportunities for vessel

crew

Regional consultation and national follow

up

  

U

p

t

o

8

Number of countries with

coherent and up-to-date

tuna management and

development plans

e. Members’ fisheries plans

reviewed and finalised.
3 National Tuna Development Plans

prepared or reviewed per year with FFA

assistance

 

3

With FMD

Number of development

plans involving stakeholder

consultation at the

Normally done with

Tuna Management

Plans



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

national level and

establishing advisory

committees for ongoing

consultation.

Minor projects and

attachments implemented

and ad-hoc country

requests are addressed

efficiently

f. Project management plus

field visits and email

exchanges with

Development staff

(i) 5 attachments of national staff
5

(ii) 4 HCFC refrigerant surveys
4

KRA 2 - Current levels

of market access are

sustained and

enhanced

Value of tuna exports from

FFA members to 3 main

export markets (EU, US

and Japan) increased to

US$358m from the

a.  Fisheries and associated

administrations effectively

manage systems to meet

market access requirements

for key markets

Mentoring and training in leadership and

teamwork for CA teams
4

b. Sanitary competent

authority functions

Support to countries on list one for

export of fishery products 
4



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

previous year.

established and maintained. Support to countries to use RECAS 4  Legal

c. Countries comply with EU

IUU regulation.

Support to countries to remove EU yellow

cards

2
FMD. FOD. Legal

Support to countries to avoid yellow

carding

4

KRA 3 - New and

beneficial investment

in the tuna industry

Value of new investment

approved >US$25m during

the year, on average.

a. Investment proposals

received, reviewed and

facilitated as appropriate  by

members

At least 2 major investment reviews

(current or planned) during the year to

assess economic benefits.

2

Number of project

management units

established  or

strengthened at national

level

b.  Investment/project

management units

established or strengthened

in member fisheries

administrations

At least 2 project management units

established or strengthened.

2



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

Number of countries for

which new investment

frameworks or strategies

are developed and

approved.

c.  Revised investment

related policies in member

countries which assist in

securing appropriate

investment

At least 2 new investment frameworks or

strategies developed and approved

2

Countries informed of

costs and benefits of

proposed or existing

projects

d. Audits and economic

analysis of costs of

concessions relative to

economic benefits

At least 2 projects examined.
2

KRA 4 - The value of

access increases,

allowing higher access

Estimated value of access

fees collected for the year

(aim to at least maintain at

a. Collaboration with sub-

regional arrangements on

development of

appropriate bio-economic

models to inform members

At least one collaborative meeting to plan

economic work

S

u

b

-

r

e

g

.

High Level Advice



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

fees and/or other

economic benefits.

2015 levels).

b. Members informed of

economic impacts of

management measures and

development plans both at

regional and domestic level.

At least 2 countries provided with

economic analysis for national

management plans

 

2

FMD (management

plans)

c.  Members informed of

market information

including developments in

fisheries products

6 editions of the Trade and Industry news

publication ; Industry intelligence studies;

Training course on fisheries trade issues

R

e

g

i

o

n

a

l

HLA -Training officer

d. Economic analysis

(including bio-economic

modelling) for regional and

At least one economic analysis paper

prepared for UST fee levels

R

e

g

UST



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

national fisheries

management and

development.

i

o

n

a

l

At least one economic analysis paper

prepared for Management Options

workshop

R

e

g

i

o

n

a

l

FMD

e. Access negotiation briefs

for members.

At least one country provided with advice

on bilateral access arrangements

1



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

KRA 4 - The value of

access increases,

allowing higher access

fees and/or other

economic benefits.

Estimated value of access

fees collected for the year

(aim to at least maintain at

2015 levels).

f.  Accurate and timely

market price information

and economic indicators

Economic indicators report provided to

FFC and posted on website        Catch

value spreadsheets updated and joint

SPC/FFA paper on 2015 tuna industry

provided to WCPFC Data collection

contracts and verification visits

 

R

e

g

i

o

n

a

l

SPC

Analysis and policy papers

on priority fisheries

management issues

d. Prepare technical papers

and publications on fisheries

management issues

Papers for TKA, PNA, MOC, FFC, WCPFC,

SPC available on websites

Non-specific support

TVM activities

implemented in line with

approved work plan and

budget

Administrative support and

disbursement

Contracting and payments addressed

promptly
5



What we want to

achieve
How we measure success How we will do it

FY2016/17 Target

Activities #

c

o

u

n

t

r

i

e

s

Links

Japan Investment

Coordinator

Technical advice on

Japanese investments inc.

JICA

Weekly report from Japanese fisheries

press; Other activities depend on national

requests

2

Completion of report to

leaders

Final meeting and

consultancy payment

Report on increasing economic returns

from oceanic fisheries provided to Forum

Leaders' meeting in September

R

e

g

i

o

n

a

l

PIFS, PNA SPC
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Fisheries Operations Results Tables

What we want to

achieve
How we measure

success

How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities Links

KRA1 -   FFA members

have knowledge, skills

capacity and capability

to effectively fulfil MCS

functions (taking on

board emerging

technologies).

FFA members exhibit

the capacity to

maintain strong and

measurable MSC

outcomes within the

regional fishery,

underpinned by

strengthened

institutional capacity

and capability.

Operation of an

effective cost-

recovery mechanism

Conduct a number of

specific MCS training and

workshop for members –

this will include Observer-

related training such as

debriefers, observers,

front-line management and

so forth. 

MCS training, including

running 2 MCSOFC and

ongoing efforts to

mainstream the course at

USP, a Fisheries Licensing

Officers Workshop and so

forth. 

Training Sub-

reg.

Attach

Fisheries Licensing Officers

Workshop

Evidence Investigation Legal

Observer-related Courses SPC

National Trainer Assessor

Workshop

SPC

VMS - MCS/VMS Training &

fellowships

6

Dockside Boarding and

Inspection

3

MCS, incl.  conferences, WG,

attachments etc.

4

TCC TA

MCS Foundation Courses

(MCSFOC) -  mainstream with

USP

HLA 

b.  Direct in-country MCS

support and assistance to

build capacity to use MCS

tools and effectively address

IUU issues  

Visits and TA to strengthen National Observer Administration

including to design and implement cost recovery mechanisms



What we want to

achieve
How we measure

success

How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities Links

KRA 2 - Create and

maintain conditions

and frameworks for

MCS compliance

MCS Strategy and tools

reviewed and updated

taking into account

evolving situations and

new technologies

a.  Review RMCSS, update and

close capability gaps –

enhance national capacities to

support RMCSS

Identify specific national MCS gaps and develop strategies to

address them.

Review RMCSS and conduct National MCS risk assessments

Develop National MCS Plans

Review  NPOA IUU

b. Assist members meet

national, subregional, regional

and international obligations

Improved compliance to WCPFC CMR and implementation of CMMS

c. Update MCS strategy

responses to current and

emerging challenges

Finalise IUU quantification study, develop responses to key drivers

of IUU value.

Finalise aerial surveillance study and engage surveillance partners

on results.

Finalise Port State Measures Gap analysis and implement programs

to strengthen key weaknesses (including national trainings)

Develop and roll out CDS to members.  (work with all members)

KRA 3 - Deterred IUU

through application of

appropriate MCS tools

and mechanisms

Increased and more

effective regional

surveillance programs,

incl. implementation of

the NTSA. Effective use

of existing MCS tools

and processes to

a. Increase number of FFA

member participation in

major annual MCS

Operations. Increased

surveillance coverage of EEZ

and HSPs

Operation Island Chief 2016 (5 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)

Quads – AUST,

USA France NZ,

Members
Operation Kurukuru 2016 (all member EEZs including adjacent HSPs

areas)

Operation Rai Balang 2016 (3 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)

Operation Tui Moana 2016 (3 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)



What we want to

achieve
How we measure

success

How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities Links

address IUU.

Operation Ika Moana 2016 (2 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)

Operation Tautai 2016 (3 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)

Operation SOLVAN 2016 (2 member countries and adjacent HSPs

areas)

b.  Analysis of MCS data to

detect IUU activities are

effectively enforced by

members

70% of cases reported and raised with members are followed up.

c. Investment and trialling

of new satellite and remote

sensing technology to

increase and improve IUU

detection.

Incorporate new satellite and remote sensing technology data into

existing tools

KRA 4 - . Improved

integration of national

and regional data

Fully functional

national IMS and

comprehensive RIMF

a. Fully develop national IMS

portal for members with

access to their own national

data and regional datasets

14 countries implement and adopt IMS portal

8 countries with access to 3 national datasets

14 countries with access to 4 regional datasets

b. Enhancement of the RIMF

to receive and collect data

from various sources including

Capture all the available national MCS datasets in the RIMF



What we want to

achieve
How we measure

success

How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities Links

management systems

and processes are

reviewed and

integrated

and data integration

from different data

sources in place.

Improved analytical

capability of MCS data.

national IMS and

appropriately disseminate

data at the regional level

All regional MCS datasets available in 14 member national IMS

portals

c.  Improved MCS data

analysis capability and

processes including

scientific information

exchange between,

national, regional and

subregional  organisations

and other data providers

NTIS is operational and used by all parties to the NTSA during

MCS operations

Integrate new datasets into RSP with additional automated

analytical capabilities



Corporate Services Results Diagram



Corporate Services Results Table

What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

CSD 1.1 – Finance - Budget

Formulation and Forecasting

  

A balanced budget which meets

funding needs

 Prepare AWPB for 2017/18 and planned

activities for medium term.  Prepare

Revised and supplementary as required

for the same period.

Link AWPB to Statement of Intent

Prepare Annual and Revised AWPB for 2016-2017 and

planned activities for medium term and supplementary

budget in line with FFA Financial regulation.

Produce new AWPB/SOI documents

Up-to-date donor reporting 

CSD 1.3 -  Finance -Financial

Accounting and Operations

All financial transactions

accounted for in the Financial

management system.

Review, analyse and provide technical

advice to Divisions and FFA as a whole

through monthly financial reports(12)

Review, analyse and provide technical advice to Divisions

and FFA as a whole through monthly financial reports (12)

Financial Information Systems

Maintenance and periodical Upgrade

Periodical review, annual support, and maintenance fees

Implementation of budget module in FIS and staff training

CSD 1.4 – Finance - Cashflow

Management and

Investment

Cashflow adequate for ongoing

needs and safe and secure

investments

Ongoing financial review of banking

requirements and investments

Ongoing financial review of banking requirements and

investments

RAS support for forex policies

CSD 1.5 – Finance -

Compilation of Annual

Accounts and Audit

One Annual Audited Accounts

Report for Fiscal Year 2015-

2016 – audits of UST and EU 7

Pilar audits as required.

Facilitate annual external audit and

further address IPSAS-related reforms  

Address other audit requirements

Annual Audit presented to FFC with commentary

Ongoing review of financial procedures as needed

FFA advances EDF 11 participation through EU Audit

processes



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

CSD 1.7 – Finance

-Continuous upgrade and

Development of Financial

Policies and Systems

Upgrade

Finance 1 to support FFA

Financial requirements well

and  is up to date with the

latest Technology

One Annual Review of FFA Financial

systems

One Annual Review of FFA Financial systems

CSD 2.1-  HRPM -Strategic

Management and

Development Advice

Systems, processes and

structures are aligned to

enable sustainable

operations and achievement

of corporate goals.

a. Policy development -

Policies appropriately

addresses current  and

arising issues

b. Stronger donor, NGO and

business engagement

Review and update HR Policy Manual and complete

Planning Manual

Progress Review of Business Systems and Donor

Engagement

Up-to-date donor reporting 

a.1 - Conduct and facilitate

organisational strategic management

planning, monitoring, evaluation and

reporting. Maintain planning and

reporting framework and linkages to

Divisional and individual work-plans

and  performance assessment.  

1 strategic management workshop. 

 Conduct ongoing planning eg . SOI development with

linkages to AWPB, periodical monitoring and evaluation of

progress and reporting.

 

a.2 - Commission consultancy  work

on corporate issues as required

Engage RAS or similar to provide technical advice as

needed on forex, membership contributions, business

systems etc.

c. Change Management - to

position Agency and equip

staff for their roles

Update and deliver change management processes for

corporate functions

b.1 -  Conduct Divisional Retreats for 1 Divisional retreat



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

engaging staff and work-planning

CSD 2.2 -  HRPM - HR

Services Operations

HR operations are efficient

and according to policy

a.  Complete HRIS upgrade and

launch staff self-service capability
Complete configuration and data requirements for launch

of staff self-service

b.  Recruitment and Selection

Operations -  Access diverse labour

market to attract and retain staff

with relevant skills and attitudes

Recruitment and selection of an estimated 10 PAI posts

and 2 PALs.

c.   Recruitment and Selection

System – streamline process to

increase efficiency and effectiveness 

Outsource part of R&S process continues. Funding for

outsourcing needed for 6 months only.  Review and fine-

tune process

d. Positions maintenance - (i)Job

descriptions updated as necessary

(ii) Ongoing job analysis as posts

become vacant

Review all job descriptions

Update Remwise Database

e. HR Systems and Processes -

Automate and integrate HR systems

and Finance IS

Integrate the Payroll system with the upgraded HRIS (now

providing self-service) and Finance IS

Payment of software licence fees

CSD 2.3 -  HRPM - CROP

Harmonisation

Harmonised CROP  practices a.  Harmonisation WG - Complete

review of the 2015 Triennial Report

recommendations and implement as

appropriate

4 face to face meetings (Auckland) and FFA internal

consultation



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

b.  Gender WG - Gender Streamlining

in CROP Agencies and promoting

Gender Platform for PICs

2 face to face meetings (Suva); Aligned with promulgation

of new FFA Gender Policy Framework

c.  Shared cost of CROP Reviews Provision of Shared cost of CROP Reviews

CSD 2.4 -  HRPM -

Performance Management

A performance management

system that appropriately

captures the relevant

information to drive

performance

a.  Review the performance

management system

Review system and process - to better capture and drive

performance with fit-for-purpose system

b.  Organisational performance -

Develop a system that better

captures progress towards FFA

Strategic Outcomes and Future of

Fisheries  Roadmap goals

Fine-tune system to better capture organisational

performance within AWPB/SOI and Strategic Plan

processes

c.  Organisational performance -

Consultancy for Job banding review

One consultancy - Job banding review

d.  Individual performance – Fine-

tune system for utility

Amended individual PM system implemented for 16/17 FY

e.  Individual performance -

workshop to discuss process

One workshop

f.  Individual performance - Funding

for staff rewards

Assess staff appraisal performance and allocate staff

awards

CSD 2.5 -  HRPM -Capability

Development

Capability gaps across the

agency are identified, assessed

and addressed.

Management Training and Development

- Provide management, leadership and

supervisory training opportunities

Provided as needed

Implement gender-neutral policies

Staff Training and Development Support funding for OJT and external training at USP, SINU



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

etc..as required

CSD 2.8 -  HRPM - Insurance

Review

Understand insurance details Seek technical insurance advice as

needed

4 days insurance advice provided – reduction of insurance

premium costs if possible

CSD 2.9 -  HRPM - Labour Mkt.

Review

Remuneration conditions in

Honiara labour market captured

One Labour Market Survey One Labour Market Survey

CSD 3.2  - Admin

-Communication Charges for

phones and fax

Continuous phone and

communication access

Provide phone services (landline and

mobile) 

12 months communication charges

Review contracted costs of internet provider 

CSD3.4 – Admin -Insurance

Charges

Adequate coverage. Suitable insurance to cover most

situations, legislative requirements and

employment requirements

Suitable insurance to cover most corporate, legislated and

other OH&S employment requirements

Attend insurance training Attend CIGNA training if required

CSD 3.5 – Admin - Office

Support Services

Adequate office supplies and

support 

Office supplies, Chamber of Commerce

membership and EDRMS

Buy; Stationary supplies, cleaning items, first aid kits,

Chamber of Commerce membership, Fire-extinguisher

recharge, Fire trainings and First Aid trainings,  Electronic

Document Records Management System.

CSD 3.6 – Admin - Utility

charges

Maintain knowledge of power and water

markets and ensure appropriate

infrastructure in place and maintained.

Provision for electricity, generator-fuel and water

Final Implementation of NZ-funded infrastructure

upgrades

CSD 3.7 – Admin - Security

Services 

Safe and secure premises Provide 24 hour services for the HQ

compound and 12 hours for FFA housing

compounds.  

Security and Vision contract – performance monitoring

and feedback

CSD 3.8 – Admin -Grounds

Maintenance

Clean and termite-free grounds

for FFA compounds. Rubbish

collected from staff houses

Outsource gardening, rubbish collection

and termite eradication

Gardening contract, rubbish collection and mosquito

spraying.

New contract cleaner at HQ.



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

(recovered).

CSD 3.9 – Admin - Office

Maintenance

Identify office maintenance needs for

funding under AWPB

Roof repairs to the main office, DG’s residence routine

maintenance, Air-conditioner maintenance/cleaning,

Social club repairs and clean and flush out water tanks

CSD 3.10 -  Admin - Vehicle

Operations

Vehicles operational and in

good condition

Refuel and service vehicles.  Refuelling, servicing, tyre changes and miscellaneous

costs. 

CSD3.11 -  Admin -Building

Maintenance

Building maintenance needs

attended to 

Identify needs and bid for funding under

the AWPB

Complete fuel tank project. Cement- render fence wall,

patch drive and office car-park pot-holes, termite bait

programme, replace louvre windows in main office and

replace with glass and adhoc general maintenance.

CSD 3.12  - Admin Conference

Centre  Maintenance

Conference Centre condition Repairs and maintenance to the

Conference Centre

Roof repairs, air-conditioner maintenance, replace air-con

with ducted system; replace air-cons in side rooms,

termite bait program and general maintenance.

CSD 3.13 – Admin – Office

Equipment

Office equipment available Identify needed items for purchase New A-3 colour photocopier.

CSD 3.14 – Admin – Office

Vehicle

Replace vehicles as per

Replacement policy

Implement Asset Management Plan. Buy

replacement bus and dispose old

vehicles.

Replace van in 2016/17. Dispose of Blue Hilux and old bus

by tender. 

CSD 3.15 – Admin – Computer

Equipment and Maintenance

Ongoing email access Payment of periodical licence costs Licence email to SMS service

CSD 3.16 – Admin - Plant and

Equipment

Maintenance program tendered Generators serviced regularly,

functioning and available for immediate

use.  Air conditioners replaced.

Diaikin 7.1 KW air-con. Replacement and general

maintenance



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

CSD – 3.18 – Admin

Depreciation expenses

(a) Building and Houses

(b) Office Furniture

(c) Computer hard/

software

(d) Office equipment

(e) Motor vehicles

(f) Household furniture

and equipment

(g) Land

Depreciate assets at applicable rates. Undertake revaluation as required by IPSAS in 2016/17

Provide as needed from the appropriate fund: General

Fund, Trust Fund, VMS Fund and Housing Fund 

CSD 5.1 – Housing Fund -

Repairs and Maintenance

Repairs and maintenance of FFA

houses 

Repairs and Maintenance of FFA houses

(and urgent repairs to non FFA houses -

recovered from rent)

Provision for FFA houses and Repairs and Maintenance of

non-FFA houses (recovered). Implement Audit report

Recommendations as appropriate.

CSD 5.3 – Housing Fund –

Insurance Cover

Insurance cover for Housing

Fund
Provide insurance cover Insurance – Household content and Housing Fund

CSD 5.4 – Housing Fund – Land

Rents

Land rents paid on time Pay rent on time Land Rents

CSD 5.5 – Housing Fund –

Household Items

Household items available Identify needs and fund under AWPB Household Items (HF -mattress/furniture /white-

goods).Implement Audit report Recommendations as

appropriate.

CSD 5.6 – Housing Fund –

Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous needs met. Provide services needed Rubbish collection (FFA houses only), Survey/Revaluation,

Fire-extinguishers, Training for Property Manager and

Housing Administrator and provision for possible foreign

exchange losses



What we want to achieve How we measure success How we will do it
FY2016/17 Target

Activities

CSD 5.7 – Housing Fund –

Payment for non-FFA houses

All rent paid on time Pay rent for all staff in non-FFA houses Rent for non-FFA houses



ACRONYMS

AWPB        -     Annual Work Program and Budget    Summarised in the “Statement of Intent”.

Presented as a separate agenda document. 

CROP        –   Council of Regional Organisations in the Pacific 

CMM       -    Conservation and Management Measure 

DevFish   -    EU funded project implemented by FFA

EEZ             -   Exclusive Economic Zone.  

EU             -    European Union. 

FAO          -   Food and Agricultural Organisation (of the United Nations) 

FFC           -    Forum Fisheries Committee

GEF           – Global Environment Facility. 

HSP     – High Seas Pockets

IUU            –    Illegal, Unlicensed and Unregulated fishing.   A major source of tuna revenue loss for

FFA member countries.

KRA         -    Key Result Area

MCS          -   Monitoring, Control and Surveillance.  A Fisheries Operations sub-output.

NGOs        –   Nongovernmental Organisations 

PIFS             -    Pacific Islands Forum Secretariat

PNA           –   Parties to the Nauru Agreement. 

RSL               -    Results Service Logic 

SC               -    Scientific Committee (of the WCPFC)

SPC             –   Secretariat of the Pacific Community. 

SPRFMO      -    South Pacific Regional Fisheries Management Organisation

SPC/OFP    –   Secretariat of the Pacific Community’s Oceanic Fisheries Programme

SOI                -    Statement of Intent

TCC             – Technical and Compliance Committee (of the WCPFC) 

UST              – United States Treaty – official name: “Multilateral Treaty on Fisheries between

Government of Certain Pacific States and the Government of the United States of

America

VDS               - Vessel Day Scheme

VMS               - Vessel Monitoring System

WCPFC          -   Western and Central Pacific Fisheries Commission 

WCPO          - Western and Central Pacific Ocean. 


